THIS LIST IS FOR CALIFORNIA FACILITIES ONLY. IF YOU REQUIRE OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA LOCATIONS PLEASE GO TO THE WEBSITE FOR THAT INFORMATION.

NATIONAL FORAGE TESTING ASSOCIATION  
Post Office Box 451115  
Omaha, Nebraska 68145-6115  
Email: NFTA@COX.NET  
Web Site: www.foragetesting.org

NFTA 2010 CERTIFIED LABORATORY FACILITIES
NOTE: * Indicates laboratory elected not to report grade.

A&L Western Agricultural Laboratories, Inc., 1311 Woodland Avenue, Suite 1 Modesto, CA 95351  
Method: Chemistry   Grade B   Ph. 209-529-4080

Analytical Feed & Food Laboratory, 2962 South Cedar Ave, Fresno, CA 93725  
Method: Chemistry   Grade A   Ph. 559-486-8342

Central Valley Lab, 965 Big Sandy Court, Tulare, CA 93274  
Method: NIR   Grade B   Ph. 559-684-7083

DANR Analytical Laboratory, One Shields Ave, Hoagland Hall, University of California, Davis CA 95616  
Method: Chemistry   Grade A   Ph. 530-752-0147

Denele Agri Link Analytical, 1232 South Avenue, Turlock, CA 95380  
Method: Chemistry, NIR   Grade B   Ph. 209-634-9055

Desert Valley Ag Services, PO Box 155, Holtville, CA 92250  
Method: Chemistry   Grade A   Ph. 760-356-1115

JL Analytical Services, 217 Primo Way, Modesto, CA 95358  
Method: NIR   Grade *   Ph. 209-538-8111

Stanworth Crop Consultants, 14151 West Hobson Way, Blythe, CA 92225  
Method: NIR   Grade B   Ph. 780-922-3106

Valley Tech Ag Lab/Dairyland Lab, Inc., 2120 South K St, Tulare, CA 93274  
Method: Chemistry, NIR   Grade A

How grades are calculated: Lab users have asked for a single grade so the procedure will be that the grades for the four certified analytes (DM, CP, ADF and NDF) will be averaged (A=4, B=3, C=2, less=1), and then grades will be assigned as follows::
A>3.4
B=Less than or equal to 2.4 to 3.4
C=Less than or equal to 1.4 to 2.4
Fail= 1.4 or less